
ADJâ€™s Updated Vizi Beam RX2 Takes Best-Selling Fixture to the Next Level

 Â Â 

Building on the success of ADJâ€™s extremely popular Vizi Beam RXONE, the new Vizi Beam RX2 features
the same high output and small form factor but combined with an enhanced feature set. A tiny fixture that packs
a serious punch, this dedicated moving head beam offers an extra rotating prism, motorized focus, 3-phase
pan/tilt motors and Aria X2 wireless connectivity in addition to all the features and functionality of the original
RXONE.

Designed for both the installation and rental/production markets, the Vizi Beam RX2 features an efficient
OSRAM Sirius HRI 100-Watt discharge lamp, focused through a high quality glass lenses into a crisp 2-degree
beam. This beam â€“ capable of travelling a distance of up to 100 meters â€“ can be used to generate
impressive aerial effects and the fixtureâ€™s low weight (16.5 lbs. / 7.5 kg.) and compact dimensions (9â€• x
12â€• x 16.3â€• / 230mm x 304mm x 416mm [L x W x H]) mean that it can be easily utilized in large quantities
without overloading trusses.
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The fixture features a carefully-curated feature set designed to provide exactly what a lighting designer wants
from this type of fixture. A 14 position (+ open white) color wheel features a selection of vibrant dichroic filters,
as well as CTO (3200K), CTB (4500K & 9000K) and UV, and is indexed allowing for the selection of split colors.
This is paired with a separate wheel featuring 15 static metal-stamped GOBO patterns (+ open spot), which
includes three beam reducers. A frost filter allows the fixture to switch to a wash output and the pair of rotating
prisms (16-facet circular and 4-facet linear) allow for the creation of impressive mid-air effects. Motorized focus
allows both prisms, as well as single GOBO projections, to be brought perfectly into focus or artistically blurred
out.

A significant upgrade for this new model, the 3-phase pan and tilt motors allow for extremely quick movement as
well as precise positioning. Meanwhile, the inclusion of the new Aria X2 wireless management suite not only
allows for wireless DMX control, but remote fixture configuration via Bluetooth and OTA (Over The Air) wireless
firmware updates. The fixture is also compatible with RDM and features a large backlit LCD display and intuitive
menu interface to allow configuration directly from the unit.

â€œThe Vizi Beam RXONE has been a persistent best seller for ADJ,â€• comments ADJ USAâ€™s Director of
Sales, Alfred Gonzales, â€œdue to its compact size, low weight and impressive output. The new Vizi Beam RX2
inherits everything that made the original version so popular and adds extremely useful additional features that
make it the ultimate ultra compact beam luminaire.â€•

The Vizi Beam RX2 is available now from ADJ USA and is due to begin shipping from ADJ Europe August 2024.

Find out more about the Vizi Beam RX2: https://www.adj.com/vizi-beam-rx2
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